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Cautionary Introduction
The Crash of 2008 surprised economists. Nothing had led them to
predict it. Some blamed the Crash on greed as an external force, as if because a motive to profit is subjective, it lies outside of objective, economic
science. Economics is a theory of price stabilized by forces called supply
and demand. There are no actual motives. There is no specific theory of
profit except as pricing inefficiency. But, if greed as a concept can affect
economic numbers, then subjectivity must exist in the same economic universe as numbers. Dismissing the profit motive as external to economic science makes it easy to accept something as subjective as an Invisible Hand as
the regulator of profit-seeking, not science or democratic government. Does
anyone claim that the Invisible Hand is objective science?
The consequences of relying upon an economics lacking a science of
profit are deadly. Thoughtless profit-seeking drives global warming and the
extinctions it causes, for example. To develop a science of profit requires
nothing more subtle than understanding how to apply the Second Law of
Thermodynamics to economics. We start with comparing the flow of cash
from Buyer to Seller to the flow of heat energy from hotter to colder temperatures. What follows from this premise makes heartening, common sense.
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Zero-sum and Non-zero-sum Science in Economics
We begin with a précis of the physical science that relates to economics. To do so, we must make clear the distinction of zero-sum from nonzero-sum systems. Profit is a non-zero-sum result. The Second Law of
Thermodynamics is the only physical law that accounts for non-zero-sum
outcomes. Adam Smith introduced economics as a science in his Wealth of
Nations, of 1776. The Second Law of Thermodynamics appeared in 1865.
Economic science since has not been interested in understanding its relevance. As a result, there is no coherent theory of profit in economic science.
Except for the Second Law of Thermodynamics, every law of nature
since Isaac Newton describes symmetry or balance, such as zero-sum outcomes describe. When that storied apple fell from a tree, Newton understood that actually, apple and earth had moved toward each other to a zerosum extent, taking their different, respective masses into account. We can
describe a physical, social, or intellectual system as zero-sum if any gain
within it is precisely offset by a loss. For example, when one team wins
(+1) and the other loses (-1), the sum is zero. Barter is a zero-sum economic
system. Bartered elements move around—a cow and a horse may trade
owners—but there is no change in the system overall.
The most famous zero-sum laws in physical science are the Law of
the Conservation of Matter and Energy, which is the First Law of Thermodynamics, and Newton’s Third Law of Motion. Newton’s third law describes simultaneous, equal and opposite, action and reaction. Anyone who
has stepped from a floating rowboat to a dock without first fastening the boat
to the dock understands this law. Simultaneous means that Newton’s equations work as well if “t for time” is positive or negative; the passing of time
cannot amount to a positive or a negative number in the Newtonian physical
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“mechanism”. Newton’s universe therefore exists mathematically eternally
in a steady-state. This means that nothing can happen only once, because
such an event would be unique, a miracle. Objective science requires reproducible results. Objectivity categorically excludes subjectivity, including
the subjective experience of the fleeting time of one’s unique life.
Adam Smith published his new economics in 1776. He wanted economics to resemble physical science, so his model reflects the actionreaction physics of Isaac Newton. Forces called supply and demand as
though barter with each other to settle at the equilibrium state of a steady
price. Many scholars have documented the relation of Smith’s economics
and Newton’s physics,1 which we can summarize as:
Adam Smith took Newton's conception of nature as a law-bound system of matter in motion as his model when he represented society as a
collection of individuals pursuing their self-interest in an economic
order governed by the laws of supply and demand.2
The new story we wish to tell starts only a decade or two ago, when it
occurred to one of us that profit must be a non-zero-sum outcome of an economic transaction. Calling profit a non-zero-sum outcome means that profit
is a net-gain, which is a Newtonian impossibility. So, we formulate the
problem as follows. Profit is a non-zero-sum outcome of an economic transaction. There are no non-zero-sum outcomes in Newton’s universe. Accordingly, Smith’s supply and demand economics must ignore profit.
Contemporary economics inherits Smith’s zero-sum thinking uncritically. Modern writers still credit Vilfredo Pareto (1848-1923) with transforming Smith’s economics into mathematics. Pareto represents the apotheosis of zero-sum, economic thinking.
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“Pareto … demolished the alliance of economics and utilitarian philosophy (which calls for the greatest good for the greatest number; Pareto said "good" cannot be measured). He replaced [good] with the
notion of Pareto-optimality, the idea that a system is enjoying maximum economic satisfaction when no one can be made better off without making someone else worse off. …..” 3,4
Zero-sum thinking is the heart of economic education today. Economics students must accept it, or fail to pass the introductory course in
which they learn about the Circular Flow Model,5 as depicted below.

The Circular Flow diagram presents an economy as a perpetual motion machine. Like a solar system, no gradient or force, appetite or motivation drives it. Nothing is input to it, nor is anything like profit output from
it. Instead whatever comes around goes around, and vice-versa. Notice that
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economic flow is in concentric layers, and in opposite directions, as if inspired by, “every action has an immediate, equal and opposite reaction”.

Profit as Pricing Inefficiency
Perhaps profit is not important. A distinguished Professor of Economics explains,
‘Profit’ is simply not of great interest in economics -- in equilibrium it is
bid down to zero. ... Also, money/ cash is just a ‘medium of exchange’ with
no value in itself -- it's because we all agree to trust that it works. A basic
economy would work with barter (the only ‘real’ economy), but with terrible inefficiency of exchange. So any theory that focuses on ‘profit’ or ‘cash
flow’ is just not going to make it.6

There you have it. A profitless, barter system is the ideal economy,
analogous to the ideal vacuum, in which Newton’s laws of motion work perfectly well. Subjective trust replaces gravitation to hold everything together.
Nothing about subjective trust needs to be measurable of course, because it
affects everyone the same way, and so any inequality cancels out.
Profit simply messes up neat, orderly, Newtonian economics, which
cannot account for it. So, today’s “neoclassical” economics resorts to a
fudge factor, referring to profit as inefficiency in the pricing mechanisms of
supply-and-demand. That is, to stay within Newtonian limits, supplydemand economics dismisses profit as pricing inefficiency. It is standard
procedure in supply-demand calculations to build a minimal or normal profit
into a producer’s cost, which has the effect of concealing profit and profit
motivation from economic relevance.
Of course, economists are correct to call profit “pricing inefficiency”,
but this requires a thermoeconomic model to understand. Profit as ineffi-
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ciency compares profit to wasted energy, like friction. But, there is no inherent inefficiency in a Newtonian system. Newton found none in planetary
motion. If there were, planets would require new energy or fuel to stay in
orbit. Where or what is the energy that compensates for pricing inefficiency
in Newtonian economics? If anything, profit and profit-seeking seem to inflate and speed up, rather than to slow down or inhibit an economy. The
2008 crisis of profit equilibrium exemplified this speeding up.
We know of no justification for modeling economics on planetary motion, except that it emulated the science of the time. For one thing, objectivity requires observation from outside of the objects of study. This is possible
in astronomy, but not in economics. Ironically enough, the concern for price
does identify economics as outside the actual economy, as though economists were astronomers clocking orbits. A profitless, Newtonian, economic
science is mathematically separate from and therefore perhaps irrelevant to
any actual economy. Later, we shall discuss how 20th century information
theory makes wholesome sense of all this, and points to the prospect of a future economics as an information science, more than as a weak copy of
physical science.

Why Is a Theory of Profit Important?
Lacking a theory of profit allows the anointment of profit as a messianic escape from science. As a result, we must accept religious rationalizations, such as insist that an
“Invisible Hand” rather than for
example, a democracy, should regulate profit.
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In this article, we can only point to the significance of profit as a psychological problem on a social scale. The over-valuation of profit resembles
the attachment of 2-year old children to the waste products of digestion, with
which they may be reluctant to part. Capitalism is simply not toilet trained.
More immediately important is that without a science of profit, profit becomes a religious symbol. Christians since John Calvin in the 16th century
have proposed a gospel of profit, in which wealth properly accumulated may
signify divine favor, and membership for the elect few in an eternal life in
heaven.

Is There Such a Thing as “Rational Man”?
Section available in full at www.profitandentropy.com or by email request to rpg@profitandentropy.com .

Action and Reaction Versus Cause and Effect
The times, they were a-changing. The steam engine transformed the
18th century agricultural, Western world into the 19th century, Industrial Age.
Unlike the relatively reliably sources that power windmills and water
wheels, steam engines require specifically replenishing the fuel that heats the
water. The new, fueled era required a new set of physical laws that came to
be called Thermodynamics. The First Law was no challenge to what came
before. It states that neither matter nor energy can be created or destroyed,
only transformed from one to the other. This is the Law of the Conservation
of Matter and Energy. The First Law of Thermodynamics is perfectly zero
sum, so does not upset anyone’s Newtonian idea of a universe.
The Second Law describes the one-way, irreversible heat energy flow
from hotter to colder, such as when igniting fuel in an engine. Ignition is a
cause. What follows ignition are effects. Cause-and-effect are not a zero-
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sum interaction. An effect is a net outcome, a “bottom line”, a remainder.
Perhaps the quickest way to acquaint one with the difference between
the world according Newton versus according to the 2nd Law of Thermodynamics is to compare action-and-reaction to cause-and-effect. Action and
reaction are simultaneous. No time passes between action and reaction. Action and reaction are an interaction. Their zero-sum outcome is certain.
This makes Newtonian interactions utterly predictable. On the other hand,
time passes from cause to effect, which introduces a capacity for uncertainty,
unpredictability.
Shooting a firearm demonstrates both principles. One pulls the trigger
to shoot a bullet from a rifle. As the bullet flies away, Newtonian mechanics
describes a perfect, simultaneous, compensating recoil. Gunpowder however
ignites to create pressure
in the firing chamber before the bullet flies away.
This is cause before effect.
A bullet’s flight toward its
target cannot therefore be
perfect. An element of probability is unavoidable. A bullet might hit a bird
en route to a target! “There’s many a slip twix the cup and the lip”, was
once a popular, cautionary aphorism. Gamblers understood cause-and-effect
long before Newton’s time, as the odds that apply to tossing dice.

Adapting the Second Law of Thermodynamics to Economics
At last, we must describe the Second Law itself. We apologize if
some find this discussion elementary, but there are great variations in what
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people accept as fundamental science education. We wish any reader to
grasp why the 2nd Law is vital to any useful, economic science.
Section available in full at www.profitandentropy.com or by email request to rpg@profitandentropy.com .

Courageously interpreting the Second Law
might have invited attention to the problem of
profit in a Newtonian model. There is a wellknown book, The Entropy Law and the Economic
Process, by Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen. To our
surprise, this author describes entropy in economics without considering profit. The word “profit”
does not appear in the index. So, The Entropy Law
book does not challenge the Newtonian tradition.

The Economic Engine Recovers Value and Dissipates Profit
Humans are fuel-burning organisms from day one. A body is a biological engine. Planets in orbits burn no fuel. Why would humans set up a
social system to mimic planetary motion, if they knew better? Who would
expect laws grounded in the motion of the planets to describe human socioeconomic nature? It seems at least as plausible to compare an economy to
an engine, as to a solar system. We ask: does comparing an economy to an
engine lead to useful, common-sense inferences, or does it justify an Invisible Hand that pickpockets the poor for profit’s sake, and protects the rich?
So, we turn to discuss engines.
Section available in full at www.profitandentropy.com or by email request to rpg@profitandentropy.com .
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Worth, Value, and the Economic Temperature Gradient
Profitability requires a Buyer to pay more for an item or service than
its cost-to-market Value. Why would a Buyer do that? We describe willingness to pay more as a function of the Worth of something to a Buyer. If
the Value portion of a price is objective, than its Worth includes Buyer subjectivity, which is the difference that translates into Seller profit. A Buyer
needs not make that distinction. Buyer assessment is holistic, not analytical.
George Akerlof and Robert Shiller maintain that without the mostly
subjective elements that are the Animal Spirits
of the title of their book, the standard economic models are incomplete. The authors compare what we call subjective and objective elements to “non-economic” and “economic
motivations”,7 although without distinguishing
Buyer from Seller. An incomplete list of noneconomic motivations includes: Confidence, a
sense of Fairness, and a sense of Corruption or
bad faith. We think most important on their
list are the Stories we tell ourselves, which likely include all the other factors. We would add the Invisible Hand to their list, since we surmise that
Confidence in the Invisible Hand inspires much economic behavior.
Distinguishing subjective Worth from objective Value does reveal
how applying the Second Law renders economics uniquely capable of distinguishing and unifying subjectivity and objectivity in its considerations.
We go further, and argue that economics is morally responsible to unify subjectivity and objectivity in an economic theory of profit that protects our civilization from despoilers.
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We have described the one-way flow of cash from Buyer to Seller,
which we may also identify as flow from subjective Worth to objective Value. Nothing flows without a gradient, however. We propose that something
like an economic temperature gradient must exist from Buyer to Seller. It is
as if what something is Worth to a Buyer elevates Buyer temperature above
Seller temperature. As a result, the ignition event, which is a purchase,
causes cash to flow from Buyer to Seller. To adapt the Second Law to economics, we must therefore expend a few words about temperature.
We use thermometers to make physical state measurements using Celsius, Kelvin, and other temperature scales. We can have different scales because any temperature scale that rises linearly from absolute zero is as valid
as any other. This is also true of a scale that we can only estimate, as long as
its values are consistent.
Elsewhere, we introduce economic temperature as a two-dimensional
representation.8 Since temperature has no directionality, it cannot be a vector. However, mathematics supplies a tool to deal with 2-D real numbers
that are not vectors…the complex number. We propose an economic temperature scale in degrees Greenspan as a complex number to describe the
subjective and objective desires and motivations of Buyers and Sellers on x
and y, real and imaginary temperature axes. Questionnaire responses, such
as the “zero to ten" pain scale that nurses use in an ER, are our thermometer.
Section available in full at www.profitandentropy.com or by email request to rpg@profitandentropy.com

In the next section, we shall discuss what to do with profit. The answers require understanding the difference between physical entropy and information entropy.
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Looking Forward
We imagine that we propose what Smith
might have, had he lived a century later.
In the Twentieth Century, two great, new
domains of scientific inquiry arose from the
recognition of increasing entropy as a fact of nature. They are the Information Theory of Claude
Shannon, and Non-Equilibrium Thermodynamics
of Ilya Prigogine. Profit is relevant to both of
them.
Recall that the First Law of Thermodynamics establishes that neither
matter nor energy can be created or destroyed. Because igniting fuel releases energy irreversibly from its storage in molecular form, the Second Law
identifies form—molecular form —as that which can be created and destroyed, or consumed. The acknowledgement of increasing entropy as evidence of time asymmetry as the loss of form some eighty years later stimulated the conceptual revolution called Information Theory, which has functioned as a placenta to our developing, computer age.
Section available in full at www.profitandentropy.com or by email request to rpg@profitandentropy.com .

Profit is a sign of healthy metabolism in the thermoeconomics that we
propose, but profit is not its goal. Distinguishing profit re-invested in the
creation of new value, from non-value-added profit distributed to executives
and shareholders will suggest different taxation regimens for each. We propose a non-value-added tax or NVAT to protect our economy and our planet
from thermoeconomic heat death. There shall be much to say about NVAT.
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Also arising from the 20th century understanding of the 2nd Law is Non-Equilibrium
Thermodynamics, aka the Theory of Dissipative
Structures, for which Ilya Prigogine received the
Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1978. According to
this principle, life forms organize in complexity
against the natural gradient toward thermodynamic equilibrium, because biological organization is the quickest way in nature to produce the
most entropy -- as biological waste products. This is biology according to
the scientific equivalent of Original Sin.
It seems to follow that business corporations organize their complexity specifically to produce the most profit. The consequences are quite obvious and worrisome to people who are not in the profit business. We expect
that comparing profit and entropy may stimulate a new economic science of
both profit and price.
So, we have brought to you an approach to a new theory of profit, an
economic model based on thermodynamics, not Newtonian mechanics. We
present its formal development and application examples in "Consumer-toProducer Temperature Gradient: A New Leading Indicator of Expansion and
Contraction Forces in the Macroeconomy”.9
Our cautionary conclusion: an economic model that ignores the potential of profit to function as increasing entropy dooms us to inevitable chaos.
Richard Goldwater, MD rpg@profitandentropy.com
Arthur Jonath, PhD

aj@profitandentropy.com
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8 Arthur Jonath, Richard Goldwater, and Fred Khorasani, "Consumer-to-Producer Temperature Gradient:

A New Leading Indicator of Expansion and Contraction Forces in the Macroeconomy”, Invited Paper, The
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9 Ibid.
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